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What Is a Chatbot?



Chatbots are virtual assistants 
They’re everywhere



https://dave.freeman.chat



How are chatbots used at events 
Pre, during and post-event

Web-based Chatbots
On your website

Voice Assistant Speakers
Through Voice

Mobile Devices
In-App and SMS Text



LiveChat versus ChatBots
Chatbots are always on



How Do Chatbots Work?



Chatbots use Artificial Intelligence 
and Natural Language Processing
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Machine Learning Gone Bad 
AI … Not Machine Learning



Every event has it’s own 
set of acronyms

Why is artificial intelligence 
so difficult for events?

Events are incredibly dynamic and changing

Events have a short 
lifetime

Individual events create a limited amount of data

Most events struggle with 
compiling meaningful 

analytics



Brute-force, 
human-assisted 
training
Feedback across our 
entire employee 
community for 
commonly asked 
questions

Reinforced 
learning across 
events
Learning model trains 
across all the events 
rather than individual 
events

How do you make chatbots intelligent 
enough to work for your event?



TranslationOrderingNews Briefings

AI-powered chatbots are a platform for actions 
not just information

Concierge Flash Briefings Ordering Translation Recommendations



How many of you use 
Chatbots today?



99% of you will deploy 
chatbots at your 
events within 5 years



Why Do We Go 
to Events?

Network

Learn

Enjoy

Do Chatbots 
Help?

Search for others 
with similar interests

Provide 
recommendations

Gamify the show floor 
experience



1Increase efficiency 
by freeing up your event staff’s time

2Increase revenue
by driving registration and ticket sales 
through multiple channels

3Increase engagement
using voice and text channels before, during, 
and after your event

4Increase insights
by collecting, recording, and analyzing 
what drives engagement

5Reduce redundancy
by integrating with or replacing event apps

Major
Benefits



“If you’re making the customer 
do any extra amount of work, 
no matter what industry you 
call home, you’re now a target 
for disruption.”

Aaron Levie, CEO Box.com
NY Times
12/2018



Applications
artificial Intelligence-powered chat

Create fun, informative multiplayer 
games that communicates valuable 
information, but also provides an 
engaging experience for attendees

On-Site Gaming

Capture real-time attendee feedback 
with  simple, anonymous survey 
questions:

On-Site Attendee Surveys
Give attendees personalized service 
on-site:

Virtual Concierge

What if your signage could answer 
questions  and help secure leads?

How’s the show going so far?
What is your favorite part of this     
event?
How could we make this event  
better?

Smart Signs

Place a question on your meter board signs
Attendee: “Send me more info …“
Attendee: “Guide me to Booth 345 … “
Alexa: “What’s your badge number?” or  
“What’s your Cell?”

Sends email / text and collects lead 
information

Need a restaurant reservation?
Need a recommendation on where to go for  
lunch?
Have a question that we can help you with?
Are you lost?



Applications
artificial Intelligence-powered chat

This is an in-booth activation that 
enables  attendees to request 
information at a demo  station. 
Attendees share their badge number,  
and the information is automatically 
emailed.

Lead Fulfillment

Leverage as a sponsorship opp
Sponsorships

“Alexa, give me the flash briefing…” 
Short, compelling updates of what is 
going on and might interest your 
audience.

Flash Briefing

Create an integration with your existing 
event mobile app

Branded kiosks
Audible Content Sponsorships

App Integration

User clicks a link in the app
Chatbot launches on a web-view  
Create an SMS experience
Provides a text-based experience
No app required



Chatbots in Action
Real World Success Stories



Providing Real Time Support Online
Attendee and Exhibitor Support 



Re-Imagining the Help Desk
Leveraging Alexa to provide an engaging experience



Re-Imagining the Help Desk
Leveraging Alexa to provide an engaging experience



Re-Imagining the Help Desk
Leveraging Alexa to provide an engaging experience



ROI
Leveraging sponsorships

Investment Savings Sponsorship ROI

-$10K
(ranges from $10K to $15k)

+$15K
Cost savings realized from

re-alignment of support staff
(ranges from $10K to $20K)

+$10K
Sponsored ad revenue realized

(ranges from $5k to $20K)

+$15K
Return on Investment

(average)



Sponsorship Examples
Kiosk and Mobile



Sponsorship Examples
Kiosk and Mobile



Eating Our Own Dog Food
And helping exhibitors



Meet Freddie Freeman
And helping exhibitors



Meet Freddie Freeman
And helping exhibitors



Attendee Engagement
at PCMA



Robust 
Content

Management
System

Attendee Engagement
at PCMA



Dynamic Engagement

Leveraging Real-time Data
Gaining attendee insights

We built an Alexa skill to provide Splunk attendees with a 
convenient way to easily find information about what was 
going on at the event and answer any questions they had.

We worked with the Splunk Events Team to create a skill 
that leveraged Splunk’s Enterprise Platform such as:

"What’s the most popular session for… Administrators, 
Architects, Data Scientists, Operations Managers?”



When to use a Short Code
Short Codes vs Long Codes



Gamification
Driving engagement on-site

You Found Me!

Text “I found Freddie” to 
82445



Chatbot
Playbook
DEPLOYING A SUCCESSFUL CHATBOT



For More Information
david.haas@freeman.com

https://dave.freeman.chat


